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In the n-body problem a collision singularity occurs when the positions of two 
or more bodies tend to coincide. It is well known that binary collisions can be 
regularized and collisions of three or more bodies cannot be regularized, unless we 
restrict the study to some simple class of problem. In this paper we show that the 
remaining case, that is, several binary collisions occurring simultaneously, is also 
regularizable. 0 1992 Academic Press. Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let m,, i= 1, . . . . n, be n punctual masses located at xi, i= 1, . . . . n, X~E R’. 
The equations of motion for the classical n-body problem [S] (motion 
under the Newtonian attraction) are 
ii= 5 m- xi-xi 
’ IIXjiXi)13 
i=l 7 . . . . 4 
j=l 
j#i 
(1) 
where 11 (1 denotes the euclidean norm and the gravitational constant, G, is 
taken equal to 1, using a suitable system of coordinates. If for some time 
t = to one has xi = xj, for i # j, we have a collision and the equations of 
motion become singular. We say that the collision is k-ple, k > 2, if exactly 
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k bodies coincide at the same time. We say that there is a simultaneous 
collision if at least two groups of, say, k, and k2 bodies, kI > 2, k2 >/ 2, 
k, + kz <n, coincide at different points of the space. 
Let C= {xi, i= 1, . . . . n, xi E R”: xi # xj if i #j} the configuration space. 
The phase space is P = C x W’, where the second factor accounts for the 
velocities ii = (d/dt) x, of the n bodies. One can always use the center of 
mass integrals C;= r mixi = 0, C m,ii = 0 and restrict (1) to the linear sub- 
space A4 defined by them (barycentric oordinates). The set of initial condi- 
tions in A4 leading to a collision (in forward or backward time) is a union 
of submanifolds of M. We are not interested in initial conditions leading to 
collision, since the laws of motion are no longer valid when a collision 
occurs. But we would like to know what happens to the nearby initial con- 
ditions not leading to collision, but passing close to collision. Do orbits 
passing close to collision escape from it in a similar way or in a quite 
different way? If the first thing happens we say that the collision is 
regularizable; otherwise we say it is nonregularizable. We refer to Section 4 
for a precise definition of regularizability. Simple binary collisions can 
always be regularized [S]. 
The main result of this paper is the 
THEOREM. Simultaneous binary collisions in the classical n-body problem 
are regularizable. 
In Section 2 we study analytically the behavior of solutions when 
simultaneous binary collisions occur. This study is in fact contained in the 
results of Saari [6], but the method is different and full details are given. 
When this paper was written the authors became aware of a similar result 
with longer proofs due to Lahaye [4]. Sections 3 and 4 are devoted to 
introducing several methods of regularization and to giving a sufficient 
condition of regularizability which is enough for the problem at hand. In 
[S], a review of results on regularization in celestial mechanics is found. 
The main result is proved in Section 5. 
2. ANALYTICAL STUDY OF SIMULTANEOUS BINARY COLLISIONS 
We show here that any given solution suffering several binary collisions 
occurring simultaneously can be continued analytically in terms of t113. 
This generalizes the well-known result for the occurrence of simple binary 
collisions (see [S, 71). In [ 1 ] there are some results for the collinear four- 
body problem. The main result of this section is also stated in [6], but the 
technical details of the proof are left to the reader. Furthermore, during the 
proof we introduce in a natural way several auxiliary variables, such as JJ, 
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z, Z, u, which have a geometrical significance and can also be used for 
analytical perturbations of n-body problems. 
Let xi, i = 1, . . . . p, be the positions of p isolated masses m, , . . . . mP at t = 0, 
and xp+2j-I, xp+zj, j= 1, -, q, be the positions of q couples of masses 
Pj,l9 Pj,zyj’lT .-P q. We suppose that xP+ 2j- 1 = xP + 2j at t = 0 for j = 1, . . . . q. 
The total number of masses p + 2q equals n, and xk E [WV for k = 1, . . . . n. We 
also denote pj, 1 by mP + zj ~ 1 and pj, 2 by mP + s. Letting pj = pj, 1 + pj,2 we 
define rj=xp+2jP1-xp+2j and ~j=~~~1(~j,l~p+2j-~++j,2xp+2j). Then 
xp+2j-t=P~+~,~‘~ji.lrj and xp+2j= pi + p,7 ’ pj, 2 rj. We look for solutions 
x,(t)of(l)for t#Oclose tozerosuch that lim,,,rj(t)=O,j=l,...,q, with 
limits x,(O), i= 1, . . . . p, and p,(O), j= 1, . . . . q, all of them different. 
From (1) we have 
k#i 
for l<j<q, (2) 
fj = f 
1 
xi-xx,+2j-l xi-xx,+2j 
i=l mi IIXi-Xx,+2j-1 113- IIXi-Xp+2jl13 -Pj&’ 1 
i#p+2jP1,i#p+2j 
for l<j<q. 
Equations (2) are analytic even at t = 0, with the exception of the last 
term of the equations for ij. 
rT = (rT, . . . . r;f) E lP”, 
Let yT = (XT, . . . . x:, pf, . . . . 9:)~ RCp+4)“, 
and we introduce a new independent varrable s = t ‘j3. 
The first two families of equations in (2) can be written as jj =J(y, r) 
with f analytic about the initial conditions y = y,, r = 0 for t = 0. Using the 
new variable s and denoting dfds by ’ we have 
2 
y” - ; y’ = 9s”f ( y, r). 
Let y = y. + ~‘7; then 
Of course y’(0) = 0 and we can shift j to J -J(O), again denoting it by p 
such that y(O) = 0. 
505/98/2-4 
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The third family of equations in (2) is of type 
with gj analytic about y = y,, r = 0. Near t = 0 the dominant contribution 
to fj comes from - pj )I r, 11~ 3 rj, i.e., the collision terms. Guided by this fact, 
we introduce new variables zj~ IR’ by rj= s2G zj(s), j= 1, ,.., q, with 
I( zj(0)li = 1, z;(O) = 0. Then the new equations can be written as 
2 ~ l/3 zy + -z; = 9s2 
9 
s ( ) 5 CLI 
gj(y, r)+2sp2zj l-3 
( lld,l) 
NOW we put zi = z,(O) + s2Fj(s) with ZIE R’, and the equations read as 
- l/3 
~‘2; + 6~2; + 6i; = 9s2 k!j(Y, r) 
+2s-2(zj(o)+s*ij) l- ( 1 11 Zj(0) + S'Zj I( 3 > ’ (4) 
Expansion of the last factor gives 
1 
l- IIz,l13 
- = 3S2(Zj(0), Zj) -; S4(Fj, Zj) + ‘i! s4(zj(o), fj) + O(P), 
where ( , ) denotes the scalar product in R’. Substituting into (4) gives 
~~iY~+6~~~=9s~(~p~Ui)-~/~g~(y,r)-6~~ 
+ 6(2,(O), zi)(zj(O) + S2zi) - 3s2(zi, Zj)(Zj(O) + S2Zj) 
+ 15S2(Zj(0), Zj)(Zj(0) + Aj) + O(P). 
This suggests taking Z,(O) collinear with ~~(0). Let Zj(0)= cjzj(0) (the 
constant cj is related to the limiting energy of the corresponding binary 
at collision h,=lim,,, ($11 fjI12 - pj 11 rjll -‘), since hj= 5~,p~(~p~)-“~). 
Finally, we put Zj = cjzj(0) + vi, where vi E R’ with ~~(0) =u;(O) = 0. Then 
we have 
6 6 
0,” +-lJ’+? LjVj=gj, 
s J 
(5) 
where 2, is an analytic function in s, y, v and Lj is the linear operator 
defined by Ljvj= (Id -zj(0) z;(O)) vi. Since Lj has a simple eigenvalue 
zero and the eigenvalue 1 with multiplicity v - 1, it is a projector and can 
be diagonalized. 
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If the vector WE R”‘+2~)’ = RN is defined by wT = (jjT, UT, . . . . UT), we 
obtain a shorthand for Eqs. (3) and (5), 
where M and L are diagonal matrices with nonnegative eigenvalues. The 
initial conditions are w(O) = w’(O) =O, and we conclude by proving the 
following result. 
LEMMA. Under the above conditions, Eq. (6) has an analytic solution. 
Proof We use the method of majorants [7]. Let /$(w, s) be a majorant 
of h(w, s); that is, the N components of h^ are series in w,, . . . . wN and s 
which are convergent in some polydisk and have nonnegative coefficients. 
If 
and hi is written in a similar way with coefficients h++, then 
1 hi,m,k I G hi,m,k- 
The solution 6 of G” = h^(G,, s) G(O) = i’(0) = 0 is analytic in s. We can 
write + = xk>* Sk$k, where 8, is an N-dimensional vector such that all its 
components are polynomial expressions in the coefficients of 4 and in ” 
w2, ..*, wk-1, with positive coefficients: 
Gk =@k(coef. of fi, $2, . . . . Gk- 1). 
Let us look for the solution of (6) in the form w = Ck a Z skwk and for 
definiteness let M= diag(m,, . . . . mN) and L = diag(I,, . . . . I,) with mj, Ij 2 0 
forj= 1, . . . . N. If we substitute w in (6), thejth component is 
1 k(k- l)sk-* ~~,~+m~ 1 kske2Wk,j+ Ij 1 Ske2Wk,j=hj(W~ S). 
k>2 ka2 k>2 
Equating components of degree k - 2, we obtain 
(k(k-l)+mjk+lj)wk,j=(hj(w,s))k-2, 
while the jth component of $k is given by k(k- 1) +k,j= (hj(w, s))~-~. 
Hence, wk,j =pk,j(h, W2, .. . . wk-i). which iS majorized by @kj(& 92, . . . . 
@k- ,). This shows that the solution w of (6) is analytic in some polydisk 
containing the polydisk where ti, converges. Q.E.D. 
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3. REGULARIZATION OF BINARY COLLISIONS IN THE KEPLER PROBLEM BY AN 
ELEMENTARY METHOD 
Since standard regularization techniques are not suitable for 
simultaneous collisions of several binaries, we define here an elementary 
notion of regularization for the Kepler problem. This is valid if v > 1, while 
the case v = 1 is covered by immersion into the case v = 2. 
DEFINITION 1. Let x0, &E R’ be collinear initial conditions in the 
Kepler problem with (x,, &) < 0. Let t, be the time it takes for the corre- 
sponding solution cp(t, x0, &,) to go to collision, and let rf= 2t,. We will 
say the collision is regularizable if for any choice of sequences of time and 
initial conditions, such that t, + tf, x, --f x0, and i, + &,, with x, non- 
collinear to i’,, the lim, _ o. cp( t,, x,, ~5,) exists and is independent of the 
sequences. It will be shown that in fact lim, _ m &t,, x,, a,) = ( :$.J. 
In the remaining part of this section we will verify that all collisions in 
the Kepler problem are regularizable indeed. We first remark that there 
is no loss of generality if we assume that x, is in the sphere 
S= (x : I( x I/ = (1 x0 (I }. Indeed, for n big enough the projection of the 
solution ~(t,, x,, a,,) eventually intersects S, and the time spent before 
touching S goes to zero as n --) co. 
Let r0 = I( x0 )I, and by an appropriate choice of coordinates we have 
The new initial conditions x,, in for n big enough have the form 
r. 
where 1 /?f = 1, and 1 /?i + 1 I small. 
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FIGURE 1 
The vectors a, j? E R” are of course noncollinear, so that they define a 
2-plane R. Consider a section of S through this plane and let us analyze 
the Kepler motion with these new initial conditions. 
Let y be the entrance angle of the velocity, as indicated in Fig. 1. Then 
cos y= -(a, p) and sin y = Jm. (7) 
We are in fact interested only in the case when y is small. The orbit in the 
17 plane is as shown in Fig. 2. We use below formulas for the Keplerian 
orbits (see [S]). 
The total change in the angle of the position vector is 2f, obtained from 
cosf= 
D sin2 y - 1 
Jl - D(2 - D) sin’ y’ (8) 
FIGURE 2 
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Here D = r,,(u, + Au)’ is a parameter. If D = 2 we have parabolic solutions, 
while D < 2 or D > 2 give respectively elliptic or hyperbolic solutions. The 
denominator is just the excentricity e of the orbit. 
We define a vector 6 orthonormal to 01 in Z7 by 
Then the exit position and the exit velocity vectors are given by (a cos 2f- 
6 sin 2f) r0 and (a cos( 2f+ y ) - 6 sin( 2f+ y ))( u0 + Au), respectively. Upon 
substitution of (7) into (8) and using trigonometry, we rewrite them in 
terms of c( and fl: 
exit position 
=a[1 -2D+D2U -(a, P)‘)l +BC2D-2D2(1 - (a, P)2)l(a, PI r. 
1 - D(2 - D)( 1 - (a, /I)‘) 1 
exit velocity (9) 
= -cQ(l- D)(a, B) + B[l - 20 + D2(1 - (a, PJ2)l tuo + dvj 
1 - D(2 - D)( 1 - (a, p)‘) 
We easily check here that if 
I 0 a+ . 
\‘ 0 
and Av + 0, then the exit position tends to 
1 
0 
r. . =x0 i.1 0 
and the exit velocity tends to 
1 
0 . vo . = -x0. 0 b 
Finally, we must check that the time spent from the entrance point to the 
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pericenter of the orbit rp(t, x,, in) tends to the collision time of the 
collinear limit orbit cp(t, x0, &). Indeed, a simple quadrature shows that 
the collision time for the collinear orbit is given by 
312 
ccos-‘(D-l)-&T=z)], 
if D < 2 (elliptic orbit) 
& t,(D) =3 r;“, if D = 2 (parabolic orbit) 
312 L/Do- cash-‘(D- l)], 
if D > 2 (hyperbolic orbit). 
(10) 
On the other hand, the time taken between the entrance to the sphere 
until the pericenter is reached for the noncollinear orbits is computed as 
if D>2 
tep(D, y) = 4 rij2 f cos3 y + sin2 y cos JJ) , if D=2 
f.p(Dd=(&)V1[ JIo(o-2) cos y - cash -’ D-l 
i-D(2-D)sin’y 1 9 
if D < 2. 
We see that indeed lim y +0 tep(D, y) = t,(D). Since the change of initial 
conditions may change D and the nature of the orbit, we see that the above 
functions are continuous in D. Only the case D = 2 requires an explicit 
verification that 
lim t,(D) = t,(2) 
D-t2 
and 
lim t,, (D, Y) = t,, (2, ~1, 
042 
In fact, t,, is an analytic function of D and y, for 1 y 1 < n/2, as can be 
checked, for instance, by an easy direct computation. 
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4. A NEW APPROACH TO REGULARIZATION 
In this section we give a fairly restrictive definition of regularization, 
which we will apply to simultaneous binary collisions in Section 5. 
Let i =f(x) be a system of differential equations such that f: R’\S --) R” 
is of class C”, where S is a submanifold or finite union of submanifolds 
with codimension greater than or equal to 2. We suppose that S is the 
singularity set of the differential equations in the sense that (I f(x)11 -+ cc if 
x + s. 
Let Z be a smooth (P) submanifold (or union of submanifolds) with 
codimension 1 in l&Y, such that Z I> S and f is uniformly transversal to Z 
on C\S (that is, the angle betweenf and the normal to C is bounded away 
from 7c/2). 
DEFINITION 2. We say that the singularity S is time continuation 
regularizable if there exist smooth submanifolds (or union of submanifolds) 
Si, Ci, So, C,, such that S,, c Ci,O with codim .Zi,O = 1, codim Si = codim 
S, = codim S> 2, f is transversal to Zi,, and satisfying the following 
properties: 
(i) For any peZi\Si there is a t(p) >O such that 
T(P) = cp(tb), PI E c\s. 
(ii) For any qEC,\& there is a T(q) < 0 such that 
m = d(4)? 4) -5 c\s. 
(iii) If r E Si there is a t(r) > 0 such that lim,, ,(rj cp(t, r) E S. 
(iv) If z E So there is a l(z) < 0 such that lim,,rczj cp( t, z) E S. 
(v) The functions t(f) are continuous on Ci (C,) respectively. 
(vi) The mappings r and p are homeomorphisms onto their image, 
r(Zi\Si) = p(I(G,\S,) = (X\S) n T, where T is homeomorphic to a tubular 
neighborhood of S. Besides, p’-’ 0 r is uniformly continuous on C,\S,. See 
Fig. 3. 
If S is regularizable in this sense, given r E Si there is a unique z E S,, such 
that 
lim cp(t(r)+i(z),p)=z. 
pg.& 
P si -. . ci 
FIGURE 3 
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Then we can define for p E Li with d(p, Si) small the extended flow 
@(t, p) as follows: 
ifpECi\Si, then g(t,p)=cp(t,p); 
else, let p = r E Si (then if 0 Q t B t(r) one takes @(t, r) = cp( t, I)); 
if t(r) < t < t(r) + i(z) one takes @(t, Y) = q(t - t(r) + T(z), z); 
if t=t(r), then ~(t,p)=limr.,(,,cp(t,r)=lim,.ic,,cp(t,z)ES. 
The following results are proved in Simo [ 81: 
THEOREM 1. Zf ij =J;(x,), xj E W, j = 1, 2, . . . . k, have regularizable 
singularities in the above sense, then the system 
11 =fi(xl)T 
is also regularizable. 
THEOREM 2. Zf f =f (x) is regularizable and II g(x)11 < A4 in any 
neighborhood V of S, then the singularity S of the new system 
i = f (x) + g(x) is regularizable. 
For the sake of completeness we outline the main ideas in the proofs of 
Theorems 1 and 2. Regarding Theorem 1 it is enough to consider k = 2. 
Let zp, z(j), cC$, $jl, s(j), SF), cpg’, t,&(j), for j= 1 and 2, be the corre- 
sponding manifolds, flows, and extended flows for the systems i1 =fi (x,) 
and 3iz =fi (x,), respectively. Then the singularity set So*) for the product 
system is S (l) x [w”’ u Iw”* x SC*). The other unions of submanifolds for the 
product system are defined in a similar way. It is enough to define the 
extended flow of the product system as 
/\ 
cp ” (12) = ($1) x ($2) = p x ($0). 
As for Theorem 2 we consider the set of points between Z, and 2, 
obtained by transportation of the points Zi by the extended flow such that 
they intersect C or approach S in the tubular neighborhood T. This resem- 
bles a flow box. As I] f (x)1] is unbounded on S, by properly choosing T we 
have )I f II> iV in (Z\S) n T, for any given n. But the perturbation g is 
bounded in a neighborhood of S. Hence, the angle between f and f +g is 
as small as desired and the uniform transversality still holds. With suitable 
small modifications of the vertical walls the flow box structure is preserved 
and we get the extended flow for the perturbed problem. 
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We will prove that this regularization is more restrictive than Easton’s 
block regularization, because this one does not care about the time it takes 
to cross when we get closer to the singularity. We first recall Easton’s 
definitions [2]. 
Let Bc R” be an n-dimensional smooth submanifold with boundary, 
that is, B is the union of an open subset of R” and its boundary b = dB, 
where b is an (n - 1 )-submanifold of R”. Assume S n b = @ and define the 
following subsets of b: the points b+ whose orbit goes inward to B; the 
points b- whose orbit comes outward from B; points r whose orbit is 
tangent to 6; the subset a+ c b + consisting of points whose forward orbit 
never leaves B again; and similarly a - c b _ consisting of points leaving B 
for the first time. In general b + u b- u T = b. 
DEFINITION 3. We say that B is an isolating block for R =f(x) if 
b+ n bp = r and t is a codimension 1 submanifold of b. Hence, b+ and b ~ 
are submanifolds of b with common boundary T. The singularity S of the 
vector field is block regularizable if there exists an isolating block for 
i =S(x) such that Bc R”\S with the properties: (a) Any integral curve 
approaching S as time goes to some (right or left) limiting value must 
eventually enter and stay in B. (b) The map l7: b+\a+ + b-\a- defined 
by following the flow admits a unique extension as a homeomorphism 
II:b+ +b-. 
A first example to show that block regularization is not as desirable is 
shown in Fig. 4. The isolating block B can be taken as a disk in the plane. 
If the vector field has a zero horizontal component and goes to infinity 
when it approaches the singularity set S, the passage from b+\a+ to 
b-\a- is simply the symmetry with respect to the x axis. However, the 
extension to a map from b + to b- has too much freedom on a+. 
FIGURE 4 
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A second example shows what happens if we do not take into account 
the transit time inside the block. For definiteness, we make an explicit 
construction but this can be done with several vector fields in different 
ways. Let X(x, y) be the vector field with components (0, -(x2 + y’))‘). 
The singularity set is (0,O). We consider the passage from y = 1 to y = - 1. 
If we start at (x0, 1) with x,, # 0, the transit time is t = 2~; + 3. Now we 
modify X to another vector field which is still C”, except by the singularity 
at (0,O). 
Let B,, B; be balls with center at (2 -“, 0) and radii 2 -’ - 2, 2 --n ~ 3, 
respectively. We have B, n B, = @ if n #m. Now let 6, be a C” function 
such that b,(x, y) = 1 outside B,, b,(x, ~)=2-~” inside Bk, and 2-3”< 
b,(x, y) < 1 for (x, y) E B,\BL. The modified vector field is defined as 
8=X.n,.+, 6,. 
If we start at a point (x,,, 1) with (x,, 0) 4 lJnal B, the transit time is 
as before. However, if x0 = 2 p-n the transit time is greater than 
2(x: + $) + $- 0(2-‘3. Hence this time is not continuous when x0 
approaches 0 +. Conversely if we fix a final time t, = 1, the image under the 
flow (P,,(x~, 1) is not a continuous function of x0. Hence, we can block 
regularize by the assignment (x0, 1) H (x,, - 1) but not by time continua- 
tion. 
The time continuation procedure has a good physical and even 
numerical meaning. 
PROPOSITION. If i =f (x) has a singularity regularizable by time con- 
tinuation, then it is block regularizable. 
Proof. We need only construct an isolating block and see that the 
singularity is block regularizable. The idea is that as in the above example, 
objects associated with Definition 2 allow us to construct a sort of 
“flow box” with singularities in its closure. 
Let us consider a tubular neighborhood T of S of, say, radius r > 0, such 
that Tc T and aT is homeomorphic to a submanifold. Here T is the 
neighborhood of S considered in Definition 2. In general, the boundary ap 
may have corners so that it is not smooth. In such a case we may consider 
a small smoothing out at corners, by taking a closed C” neighborhood 
with boundary V such that ?=c Vc T. 
Since Im r= Im r= (Z\S) n T, we may consider the C” manifolds with 
boundary Vi=r-‘[(Z\S)n V]uSicCi and Vo=p-‘[(Z\S)n V]u 
So c 2,. By following the flow between Vi and V, as a flow box, we obtain 
an n-dimensional smooth submanifold U with boundary. It contains a 
singularity which is a subset of S, and it is almost an isolating block for the 
vector field, except that aU has corners and the manifold of tangency 
points has, not codimension 2, but codimension 1. 
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We define 
B = {p E U: If p = cp(t, m) for some t E R with 
m E (Z\S) n I’, dist(m, 8) <Y, then R(m) t(P’(m)) < t < 
R(m) ~(~-‘(m))}, 
where the function R is defined as 
R(m) = -,/l - (r-dist(m, 13V))‘jr’ 
= -J(2r--dist(m, al’)) dist(m, aV)/r. 
This is a manifold with C’ boundary i3B, which can be smoothed out to 
become C”. It is already an isolating block, since the tangency set is 
7 = C n 8U c aB, a smooth manifold of codimension 2 in R”. 
By construction, the inward points b+ c i?B are those coming from Ci 
which are not tangencies. The set a+ c b+ corresponds exactly to Si. 
Similarly, the outward sets b-- and a- correspond to L’, and So, 
respectively. Then rP ’ of induces a homeomorphism n: b+\a+ + b-\a-. 
From the hypotheses of Definition 2 which imply that F- ’ 0 r extends to 
a uniformly continuous homeomorphism, it follows that 17 extends to a 
homeomorphism b+ + b-. Hence, the singularity is block regularizable. 
Q.E.D. 
5. SIMULTANEOUS BINARY COLLISIONS ARE REGULARIZABLE 
In this final section, we prove that indeed simultaneous binary collisions 
occurring in celestial mechanics are regularizable. This will follow from 
Theorems 1 and 2, once we show that the Kepler problem is regularizable 
in the geometrical sense for an appropriate choice of velocity coordinates. 
We start with the differential equations of a Kepler problem, 
for x E WY\ (O}, v 2 2, and its equivalent first order system 
i = 0, 
d= -+. 
(12) 
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If we change the velocity coordinates by w = u(u, u)-~‘*, system (12) is 
transformed into 
(13) 
This new system is defined on R*“\S, where the singularity set is 
s={x=o}u(w=o}=(x=o or w =O}, a union of codimension v>2 
submanifolds. 
In the new coordinates, the energy relation for a fixed energy h becomes 
11 1 h 
----= 7 
2lwl 1x1 
(14) 
so that x = 0 if and only if w = 0, as expected. This means that actual solu- 
tions may approach only the origin and not the whole singularity set S. 
We define now all the objects needed to apply Definition 2. 
Let Z = {(x, w) = 0, ~lx~<~wlcmlxl>uS, where the constant 
appearing is m = [ 1 + Jl + Dmin(Dmin - 2)/2] -’ x 0.5342 if Dmin is the 
unique solution to eD- 3 + D = 2. Alternatively, C\S is the zero set of the 
function G = (x, w) when I x l/4 < I w I < m I x I . It contains only pericenters, 
since apocenters (I w I > I x I ) and circular orbits (I w I = I x I ) are excluded. 
We check that f is transversal to C on C\S or equivalently that 
VG .f# 0 on C\S, where f is the right-hand side of Eqs. (13). Indeed, 
VG=(r) and 
VG.f=IwJ”*+3 (w, d2 
( w (3’2 -- 
lw)“2 1x13 1x1 . 
We have VG .f= ) w ( ‘I* (1 - I w l/l x I ) > 0 on C\S, and they are transversal 
enough. Indeed, we can verify that the bounds in the definition of C imply 
that VG.f(IVGI If 1))‘>0.18. We define 
~i=(lXl=~(h),(~,W)<-l~XI lwl/Jz}, si=zin c, 
&= {I4 =4(h), (4 w)> + 1x1 IwllJz,~ S,=&nC, 
where C = {w = Ix, for some II E R} and 4 is a continuous function defined 
by 
d(h) = (1 + 2h,in)(2h)-’ if h~h,i”, 
d(h) = (1 + tanh h)/2 if hmin <h < h*, 
4(h)= (,,6 1)(2h)-’ if h*<h. 
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The reference energy values are hmin = (Dmin - 3)/2 w -0.63923 and 
h* x 1.62241 is the unique solution to 2h = (fi - l)(l + e-‘“). 
Note that the equality in Ci or X,, defines a nonempty set and excludes 
circular orbits, since d(h) < - (2/z-’ if h < 0. The inequalities define respec- 
tively orbits strictly coming in or orbits strictly coming out of the given 
x-ball. They also exclude circular orbits, of course. 
In order to verify each property in Definition 2, we refer to the construc- 
tions in Section 3 : 
Given (xi, wi) E Si there is a t(xi, wi) = t,(D) such that 
lim trr,CoJ cp(t, (xi, w~))E S. The time t,(D) is obtained by letting r = lxil 
and D = Di = 1 xi 1 1 wi I - ’ in Eqs. (lo), according to the energy. This shows 
(iii). 
Similarly, (iv) follows because given (x0, w,)E&, there is a time 
7(x,, w,)= -t,(D)<0 such that lim,,_,CCo,q(t, (x,, wO))~S. 
To verify (i), we see that given (xi, wi) EC,\S, there is a t(xi, wi) = 
tep(D, y) such that cp(t,,(D, y), (xi, wi))eC\S. The time t,,(D,y) is 
obtained from Eqs.(ll) if we let r = [xii, D = Di = Ixillwil-‘, and 
cosy= -(xi, wi)lxiI-’ IwJl. 
Property (ii) follows similarly by letting f(x,, w,)= -fep(D, y). 
The continuity of t(xi, wi) on Ci and of i(x,, wO) on C, follows easily 
from the limiting properties of t,(D) and tep(D, y), since they are con- 
tinuous functions in D and y. This verifies (v). 
Finally, to verify (vi), we need to compute r(xi, wi) = cp(t,,(D, y), 
(Xi, Wi)) and JT.(x~, ~0) = ~p( - t,, (D, Y), (~0, wo)). Indeed, (x, W) = r(xi, wi) 
is just the point on the entering orbit corresponding to its pericenter and, 
we see that it is given by 
Di sin2 y 
X=m [Xi(Di- 1) + wiDf COS 71, 
(15) 
w = eT; ye; [-xi cos y + wiDi(Di sin2 y - l)], 
where e = 1 - D, (2 - Di) sin* y and Di is as above. This is clearly a con- 
tinuous mapping. In order to verify that the inverse r-’ is also continuous, 
we first see that the image of r is 
r(ci\si)= ((4 w)Ez\S: Ix1 <dh)(l +h9(h)) 
x [l +Jl +2h~(h)+2h2~(h)2]-1}, 
which can be represented as f(Ci\Si) = (C\S) n T if we define a 
neighborhood of S homeomorphic to a tubular neighborhood by 
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T= (1x1 <(1/2m-l)/h,i,ifh~h,i,, 1x1 
c qqh)( 1 + hCj(h))[ 1 + Jl + 2hqqh) + 2h24(h)‘3 -l 
if h,,<h<h*,andIwI<(4h*)-‘ifh~h*}. 
Given any point in the above image, we want to compute its inverse 
image under lY For this, we let D = 1 x 1 1 w 1-l while the eccentricity of the 
orbit has a simple expression at the pericenter as e = D - 1. The energy h 
is of course obtained from (14). The norm of the input vector xi of the 
orbit is given by / xi1 =4(h), and again from the energy relation (14) 
applied to jxil and lwil we have D,=2+2h /xi1 =2(1+&5(h)). 
Since x and w are orthogonal, the same is true of x and u = w/l w I 3/2. 
Because of the angular momentum first integral c, we have ( cl2 = 
/xi12 Jui12 sin2y=[x[’ )uj2 and hence, 
With the above ingredients, we get the equations for r-’ from (15): 
l+e 
xi= Die sin’ y 
[x(D. ’ 2 ,sm y-l)-w(l+e)Disinycosy], 
l+e 
WicDfe sin2 y [xcosy+~(l+e)(D~-l)siny]. 
This is clearly a continuous mapping, so that r is a homeomorphism onto 
its image. By symmetry of Keplerian orbits, the verification that p is also 
a homeomorphism onto the same image (.Z\S) A T is similar. 
Finally, to check that p-’ 0 f is uniformly continuous on Zi\Si, we write 
explicitly (x0, wO) = P-l 0 r(xi, wi), referring to Section 3: 
If xi=aIxiI, wi=-(crcosy+6siny)lwi(, then x0=-(~1 cos 2f- 
6 sin 2f )I xi 1, w. = (a cos(2f + y) - 6 sin(2f + y))l wi I. Since I x0 I = I xi ( and 
1 w. I = I wi j , the only delicate point comes from the dependence of the 
angles f and y on the input variables xi, wi. We recall that 
cosf= 
Disin2y-1 
sinf= 
Di sin y cos y 
l-Di(2-Di)sin2y’ 1 - Dj (2 - Di) sin2 y’ 
Since the really important parameters are y and Di = I xi//l wi 1, we 
assume without loss of generality that all increments of the input variables 
are restricted to the 2-plane I7 generated by a and 6. Since rotations are 
easier to describe with the complex numbers structure, we consider the 
identification 17 z @. 
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So, UE C is a unitary complex number and 6 = --ia, ) = ---a~‘~ (see 
Fig. 1). Hence the input variables are the complex numbers Xi = c1 1 xi 1, 
wi= -xiepiY/Di and their image under F’-’ 0 r can be written as 
x0 = x .e2’f 
1 9 
W. = - Wie2’(f+Y), 
where f, f’ E (0,27r) and y, y’ E ( - 7c/4, 7c/4)\ (0). Of course, this representa- 
tion is more convenient here than the one obtained from Eqs. (9). 
We claim that given E > 0, there exists q = s/107 such that if 1 xi-x: 1 < q 
and Iwi-w:l <q then IxO-xbI <E and IwO-wbl <E. If lwil is very small 
with respect to 4, we can have arbitrary variation of angles. If on the 
contrary, it is big with respect o q, small variations of the input variables 
become very much amplified. Hence, we must consider two cases: 
(a) If lwiI<3rl, then 1 wi.1 < 4~. We verify directly that 
lxO-xbI ~321 and lwO-wbI ~71 and we are done. 
(b) If 1 wil 2 31 then 1 xi1 2 3D,r], and the situation is more com- 
plicated. Considering f as a function of y and Di, its domain is (-n/4, 
~/4)x(D,i,, 1+,/G), where DminX 1.7215 and y = 0 must be deleted. We 
apply the main value theorem and estimate a bound for the values of the 
partial derivatives off, getting 
If-f’I<Iy-y’l sup $ +IDi-D:l sup 
I I 
~(1 +fi)ly-y’I +i IDi-D:l* 
We estimate the maximal variation of y in the given q-neighborhoods of 
lwil and lxil as 
where use was made of the fact 8 6 1.0195 sin 0 if 0 < 8 < arcsin f. The 
maximal variation of Di is also estimated as 
,Di-D;l <!-+D; 
W, 
Iw;wr”~(2+,/17)(1+JTT)?ilXil. 
I 
This gives 1 f-f’ 1 < 531/l xi 1. 
Recalling that output variables have the same modulus as the corre- 
sponding input variables, we finally get 
IXo-X&I<IXiI 2 If-f'I+Ixi-x;l <107q=& 
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and 
lw~-w~I<Iwi~(2(f-f’I+2~~-~‘I)+IWi-W~l<70~<&, 
as asserted. 
Note that r;- ’ 0 r can be extended continuously to Si, since all the above 
equations still make sense when y = 0, so that 2f = 27~ The vector 6 
orthogonal to tl would not be well defined for y = 0 without the complex 
structure introduced above for li’. Finally, it is clear that the extension as 
a map Xi + Z0 will remain uniformly continuous. 
In summary, we have proved the main result: 
THEOREM. Simultaneous binary collisions in the classical n-body problem 
are time continuation regularizable. 
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